
 
 
From:             
To:   "Bo Pham" <BMP@nrc.gov> 
Date:   10/24/2007 8:29:20 PM  
Subject:  Re: Indian Point License Renewal comments on IP3 vessel  
 
 
Hi Bo 
 
 
 
Thank you for the quick reply Bo, I am disappointed that it will take a year to 
address the issues that I have raised. Just to keep you update, I will be providing 
a IP3 and IP2 specific reactor vessels internals aging management 
assessment?report to the state of new york.? 
 
Some of the?topics in the report will detail on the following: 
1. Details on the reactor internals components' intended functions, aging 
assessment for the critical sub components?and identify?industry failures such 
as baffle former bolts, especially the ones found in a New York State Reactor 
Vessel Internals during a partial inspection (never completed the intended 
amount of inspections) during the last century and no other 
additional?inspections ever required to be done by NRC or volunteered by the 
industry (NEI/EPRI/ Industry?reactor vessel internals task group)?even when 
cracked baffle former bolts were found in this plant and the plant in Wisconsin 
(Point Beach).  
2.The effectiveness of the NEI/EPRI/Industry Reactors Internals Group. The 
NRC Staff?allowing?submitted LRAs to reference NEI/EPRI/ Industry Task 
Group as an aging management solution for reactor internals. 
3.The WCAP 14573 rev. 0 Aging Management Evaluation for Reactor Internals. 
This report was?commissioned by the PWR?industry (Westinghouse design only 
plants) to be performed by?Westinghouse since they are the OEM,?the designer, 
analytical provider,?is the reactor internals engineering entity, operations 
backbone, and maintenance field repair service. This WCAP?report identifies 
that inspections of baffle bolts and many other components?are necessary but 
the IP2 and IP3 LRAs do not even address any specific reactor internals aging 
mamagement programs. In addition to my report to New York State,?a 
discussion?on how long the?NRC has known about the WCAP on Aging 
Management of Reactor Internals and?a discussion on the NRC issuing a Safety 
Evaluation Report for this WCAP report (about 10 years ago ?)which 
acknowledges the aging mangement issues and the corrective actions needed to 
be taken to manage the aging issues.  
4. Discussions on?the lack of information from international PWR reactor vessel 
internals failures. How long has it been that the NRC has been updated by the 
NEI/Industry reactor internals task force on reactor internals?failures both 
domestic and especially international PWR plants. If Industry tells you?none 
in?the USA?fleet of PWR Fleet?plants?please ask them when was the last time 



they inspected.?I would challenge any response that identifies that a visual 
examination is done per ASME Section XI Code is performed to manage this. 
My?challenge?basis would be to explain and visually show?a visual examination 
of the upper and lower internals is only a partial examination on the periphery 
areas of the upper and lower internals. PLEASE NOTE?that a visual examination 
per ASME Section IX code?is not a effective inspection technique for detecting 
baffle former bolts cracking, control rod guide tube degradation?and?barrel 
former bolts. If you need a copy of an actual visual examination of a reactor 
vessel reactor internals and see what is really being covered in the exam may 
enlighten the NRC on the?limitations that this examination does and it ?just 
happens to be IP3 reactor internals, I may be able to help you on it. You can 
always ask Entergy for them since its is a regulatory requirement to perform 
these?video taped visual inspections on a periodic basis as detailed in ASME 
Section XI. 
 
5. After this report the?next report to New York State will deal with the 
pressurizer fatigue and material?issues and their limited life span especially for 
license renewal.?The materials?issues will be discussed including?the?past?two 
pressurizer Alloy 600 cracking on Westinghouse designed Pressurizers (located 
in a non isolated part of the pressurizer) and if?it has any?relationship to?IP3 and 
IP2 which both have?a Westinghouse designed pressurizer. 
 
 
Thanks Please keep in touch?  
Karl Jacobs 
 
P.S. Kim thanks again for the information on the ACRS meetings. It will come in 
handy done the line. 
 
--Original Message----- 
From: Bo Pham <BMP@nrc.gov> 
To:   
Sent: Tue, 23 Oct 2007 5:18 pm 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Indian Point License Renewal comments on IP3 vessel 
 
 
 
 
Hi Karl, 
 
? 
 
I'm responding for Kim.? We have?forwarded the information you've?provided to 
the staff's technical reviewers.? They will consider them, as appropriate, during 
their review, and document?their findings in the safety evaluation report, due to 
be issued in September 2008. 



 
 
I do not have any feedback at this point, but?will contact you if we have any 
questions relating to your presentation.? Thanks. 
 
? 
 
Bo Pham 
Project Manager 
Division of License Renewal  
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
301-415-8450 
O-7B1 
bmp@nrc.gov 
 
 
>>>     10/12/07 7:50 PM >>> 
 
 
 
Hi Kim 
 
Hope your fall weather is going well in?Rockville Md and relicensing reviews on 
Indian Point Units 1,2 and 3 are still on going! 
 
I am inquiring if you have received feedback on any answers from the technical 
reviewers on my presentation aging management?issues on the reactor vessel, 
pressurizer, and rector internals bolt cracking. 
 
 
Hope to hear back soon  
 
Karl 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Kimberly Green <KJG1@nrc.gov> 
To:   
Cc: Bo Pham <BMP@nrc.gov>; John Boska <JPB1@nrc.gov> 
Sent: Fri, 17 Aug 2007 2:55 pm 
Subject: Fwd: Indian Point License Renewal comments on IP3 vessel 
 
 
 
 
Hi Karl, 



 
As promised in my phone call to you, I am forwarding a copy of the 
response to Paul Eddy's inquiry regarding comments made during the 
public meeting on capsule surveillance. Based on the information in his 
voice mail, and what was relayed to me, I surmised that he was referring 
to your comments during the June 26th public meeting. As such, we 
provided him with your slides as docketed in ADAMS, and informed him 
that the technical reviewer has a copy and is reviewing them. 
 
I am sorry that your personal home phone number was given out, but I 
can assure you that it did not come from anyone on license renewal staff 
or from the Project Manager here at NRC headquarters. 
 
Regards, 
 
 
Kim Green 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
One White Flint North 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Mail Stop O11 F1 
Rockville, Maryland 20852-2738  
phone: 301-415-1627 
fax: 301-415-3313 
email: kjg1@nrc.gov 
 
 
 
 
Attached Message 
 
 
 
 
From: 
 
John Boska <JPB1@nrc.gov> 
 
 
 
To: 
 
Paul Eddy <paul_eddy@dps.state.ny.us> 
 
 
 



Subject: 
 
Indian Point License Renewal comments on IP3 vessel 
 
 
 
Date: 
 
Thu, 16 Aug 2007 10:58:18 -0400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Paul, you called me on 8/14/07 and asked if the NRC was investigating 
the statements made by Karl Jacobs at the NRC's license renewal meeting 
on 6/27/07, pertaining to reactor vessel embrittlement and screening 
criteria. Mr. Jacobs also provided us some information (slides), see 
attached. We have added this document to our document management system, 
ADAMS, (ML071910220), and it is publicly available from our web site. 
Mr. Jacobs' concerns related to aging management during the period of 
license extension, and were not directed at the current operating 
condition of the plant. Our technical reviewer has been given a copy of 
these concerns and will investigate them. The technical issues will be 
addressed in the NRC's safety evaluation for license renewal. 
 
John P. Boska 
Indian Point Project Manager, DORL 
FitzPatrick Project Manager 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
301-415-2901 
email: jpb1@nrc.gov 
 
 
 
Email and AIM finally together. You've gotta check out free AOL Mail! 
 
 
 
 
________________________________________________________________
________ 
Email and AIM finally together. You've gotta check out free AOL Mail! - 
http://mail.aol.com 
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Hi Bo 
  
Thank you for the quick reply Bo, I am disappointed that it will take a year to address the issues that I have raised. Just 
to keep you update, I will be providing a IP3 and IP2 specific reactor vessels internals aging management 
assessment report to the state of new york.  
 
Some of the topics in the report will detail on the following: 
1. Details on the reactor internals components' intended functions, aging assessment for the critical sub components and 
identify industry failures such as baffle former bolts, especially the ones found in a New York State Reactor Vessel 
Internals during a partial inspection (never completed the intended amount of inspections) during the last century and 
no other additional inspections ever required to be done by NRC or volunteered by the industry (NEI/EPRI/ 
Industry reactor vessel internals task group) even when cracked baffle former bolts were found in this plant and the 
plant in Wisconsin (Point Beach).  
2.The effectiveness of the NEI/EPRI/Industry Reactors Internals Group. The NRC Staff allowing submitted LRAs to 
reference NEI/EPRI/ Industry Task Group as an aging management solution for reactor internals. 
3.The WCAP 14573 rev. 0 Aging Management Evaluation for Reactor Internals. This report was commissioned by the 
PWR industry (Westinghouse design only plants) to be performed by Westinghouse since they are the OEM, the 
designer, analytical provider, is the reactor internals engineering entity, operations backbone, and maintenance field 
repair service. This WCAP report identifies that inspections of baffle bolts and many other components are necessary 
but the IP2 and IP3 LRAs do not even address any specific reactor internals aging mamagement programs. In addition 
to my report to New York State, a discussion on how long the NRC has known about the WCAP on Aging 
Management of Reactor Internals and a discussion on the NRC issuing a Safety Evaluation Report for this WCAP 
report (about 10 years ago ?)which acknowledges the aging mangement issues and the corrective actions needed to be 
taken to manage the aging issues.  
4. Discussions on the lack of information from international PWR reactor vessel internals failures. How long has it 
been that the NRC has been updated by the NEI/Industry reactor internals task force on reactor internals failures both 
domestic and especially international PWR plants. If Industry tells you none in the USA fleet of PWR 
Fleet plants please ask them when was the last time they inspected. I would challenge any response that identifies that a 
visual examination is done per ASME Section XI Code is performed to manage this. My challenge basis would be to 
explain and visually show a visual examination of the upper and lower internals is only a partial examination on the 
periphery areas of the upper and lower internals. PLEASE NOTE that a visual examination per ASME Section IX 
code is not a effective inspection technique for detecting baffle former bolts cracking, control rod guide tube 
degradation and barrel former bolts. If you need a copy of an actual visual examination of a reactor vessel reactor 
internals and see what is really being covered in the exam may enlighten the NRC on the limitations that this 
examination does and it  just happens to be IP3 reactor internals, I may be able to help you on it. You can always ask 
Entergy for them since its is a regulatory requirement to perform these video taped visual inspections on a periodic 
basis as detailed in ASME Section XI. 
 
5. After this report the next report to New York State will deal with the pressurizer fatigue and material issues and their 
limited life span especially for license renewal. The materials issues will be discussed including the past two 
pressurizer Alloy 600 cracking on Westinghouse designed Pressurizers (located in a non isolated part of the 
pressurizer) and if it has any relationship to IP3 and IP2 which both have a Westinghouse designed pressurizer. 
 
 
Thanks Please keep in touch   
Karl Jacobs 
 
P.S. Kim thanks again for the information on the ACRS meetings. It will come in handy done the line. 
 
--Original Message----- 
From: Bo Pham <BMP@nrc.gov>
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To:  
Sent: Tue, 23 Oct 2007 5:18 pm 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Indian Point License Renewal comments on IP3 vessel 
 
Hi Karl, 
  
I'm responding for Kim.  We have forwarded the information you've provided to the staff's technical reviewers.  They 
will consider them, as appropriate, during their review, and document their findings in the safety evaluation report, due 
to be issued in September 2008. 
I do not have any feedback at this point, but will contact you if we have any questions relating to your presentation.  
Thanks. 
  
Bo Pham 
Project Manager 
Division of License Renewal  
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
301-415-8450 
O-7B1 
bmp@nrc.gov 
 
>>>     10/12/07 7:50 PM >>> 
Hi Kim 
Hope your fall weather is going well in Rockville Md and relicensing reviews on Indian Point Units 1,2 and 3 are still 
on going! 
 
I am inquiring if you have received feedback on any answers from the technical reviewers on my presentation aging 
management issues on the reactor vessel, pressurizer, and rector internals bolt cracking. 
 
 
Hope to hear back soon  
 
Karl 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Kimberly Green <KJG1@nrc.gov> 
To:   
Cc: Bo Pham <BMP@nrc.gov>; John Boska <JPB1@nrc.gov> 
Sent: Fri, 17 Aug 2007 2:55 pm 
Subject: Fwd: Indian Point License Renewal comments on IP3 vessel 
 
Hi Karl, 
 
As promised in my phone call to you, I am forwarding a copy of the 
response to Paul Eddy's inquiry regarding comments made during the 
public meeting on capsule surveillance. Based on the information in his 
voice mail, and what was relayed to me, I surmised that he was referring 
to your comments during the June 26th public meeting. As such, we 
provided him with your slides as docketed in ADAMS, and informed him 
that the technical reviewer has a copy and is reviewing them. 
 
I am sorry that your personal home phone number was given out, but I 
can assure you that it did not come from anyone on license renewal staff 
or from the Project Manager here at NRC headquarters. 
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Regards, 
 
 
Kim Green 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
One White Flint North 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Mail Stop O11 F1 
Rockville, Maryland 20852-2738  
phone: 301-415-1627 
fax: 301-415-3313 
email: kjg1@nrc.gov 

Attached Message 

Paul, you called me on 8/14/07 and asked if the NRC was investigating 
the statements made by Karl Jacobs at the NRC's license renewal meeting 
on 6/27/07, pertaining to reactor vessel embrittlement and screening 
criteria. Mr. Jacobs also provided us some information (slides), see 
attached. We have added this document to our document management system, 
ADAMS, (ML071910220), and it is publicly available from our web site. 
Mr. Jacobs' concerns related to aging management during the period of 
license extension, and were not directed at the current operating 
condition of the plant. Our technical reviewer has been given a copy of 
these concerns and will investigate them. The technical issues will be 
addressed in the NRC's safety evaluation for license renewal. 
 
John P. Boska 
Indian Point Project Manager, DORL 
FitzPatrick Project Manager 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
301-415-2901 
email: jpb1@nrc.gov 

Email and AIM finally together. You've gotta check out free AOL Mail!

From: John Boska <JPB1@nrc.gov>
To: Paul Eddy <paul_eddy@dps.state.ny.us>
Subject: Indian Point License Renewal comments on IP3 vessel
Date: Thu, 16 Aug 2007 10:58:18 -0400
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